FINE
SPIRITS
& WINE

SIZE

UPC

6 PACK (<12)

CASE (12)

3 CASE (36)

STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY

750ML

00860214000100

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY

750ML

00860214000117

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

CASK STRENGTH BOURBON WHISKEY

750ML

00860214000131

–

INQUIRE

–

CASK STRENGTH RYE WHISKEY

750ML

00860214000186

–

INQUIRE

–

A M E R I C A N C R A F T. C A L I F O R N I A S P I R I T E D . S M A L L B AT C H I N S P I R E D .
Inspiration

About Us

In June of 1846, 33 California settlers captured
the Mexican Garrison in Sonoma, and raised
the “Bear Flag” declaring independence. The
“California Republic” lasted 26 days before the
U.S. Cavalry arrived. The republic supported
the United States of America, raising the stars
and stripes. This is a tribute to the spirit of the
Lost Republic.

Lost Republic Distilling Co. was created on a
napkin, at a bar, by two friends, Colin Harter
and Matthew Weese. Colin and Matt met in
kindergarten and have been cooking up
schemes together ever since.

LIMITED

A Sonoma County Distillery was a simple dream
that they are distilling into reality. They are taking
their knowledge picked up from the Sonoma County
wine industry and putting a California twist on the
whiskey world.
LIMITED

SIZE

UPC

6 PACK (<12)

CASE (12)

5 CASE (60)

CANE ORGANIC VODKA

750ML

00860214000155

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

CORN ORGANIC VODKA

750ML

00860214000148

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

WHEAT ORGANIC VODKA

750ML

00860214000162

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

ORGANIC. GLUTEN-FREE. NON-GMO. CALIFORNIA LOCAL. SMALL BATCH.

California’s Premium Organic Vodka
At Green Hope, we believe in a little something we
like to call “sustainable sipping.” We believe that you
can’t make the best drink on earth if you aren’t using
the best ingredients on earth. From premium grains,

sip on a cocktail infused with Hope Vodka, you
are also helping to support the growth of organic
farming in the United States — as we donate 1%
of total sales to the California Certified Organic
Farming Foundation.

perfectly distilled, we bring you Hope that you can

When you take a sip on a perfect Hope and Soda,

drink just as organically as you can eat.

mix up an Organic Bloody Mary, or squeeze a fresh

This is why we made it our mission to produce clean,
organic, non-GMO spirits that you can feel good
about drinking. Inspired by fresh ingredients and
crafted by hand, Hope Vodka is viably sourced from
USDA certified organic family farms. Each time you

ruby red grapefruit into an epic greyhound it becomes
clear you are drinking something you can feel good
about. So, what do you say? Ready to mix up a Hope
Mule with organic lemons from a Southern California
orchard? We’ve got the hard stuff covered!

SIZE

UPC

CASE (24)

6 CASE (144)

ORANGE BLOSSOM LEMON DROP

12OZ CAN

852424008649

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

MAKRUT LIME COSMO

12OZ CAN

852424008656

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

SONOMA BRAMBLE

12OZ CAN

852424008663

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

ESPRESSO MARTINI

12OZ CAN

852424008670

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

RTD CRAFT COCKTAILS
“We firmly believe if you aren’t
having fun at work, or life in general,
you should probably be doing
something else. When it comes to
making products, we’re having a
blast and just trying not to suck.”

Barrel Brothers canned cocktail program
organically grew on the heels of their nonalcoholic beer product line. They are able to
re-utilize high quality spirit distilled off of NA
beers as the key input into their ready-to-drink
cocktail line. Sustainable and quality alcohol is
at the core of every cocktail and they have
brought in an expert team to develop and push
the limits on premium-ultra canned cocktails.
They enjoy the freedom to explore flavors
triggered by ingredients outside of the standard
brewers toolkit, without sacrificing the same
commitments to quality assurance.

SEASONAL ROTATING SKU

ARCHENEMY STRAIGHT WHISKEY BOURBON
S PA C E “ F I S T I S F I R E ” S T R A I G H T B O U R B O N W H I S K E Y
The cosmic source was forged at the edge of time

Inspired by the mysteries of the Crystal Cave,

and space. A black hole 12 billion times the size

Archenemy Whiskey entered reality. Just like the

of our sun created a crack in the universe. On just

cosmic source, trapped inside the shape of the fist,

this side of the event horizon, something almost

this powerful bourbon is encased in glass, waiting

impossible materialized. When a few molecules

to unleash its power and unveil its deep mysteries.

sifted down to a blue planet, everything changed.
Chromium was born. A city of cosmic energy,
cosmic blood. And in the citizens of that incredible
gleaming city, a special thirst emerged. A thirst for
a quintessential flavor and a very particular power.

SIZE

UPC

6 PACK (<12)

CASE (12)

3 CASE (36)

750ML

00860000633727

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

INQUIRE

COMING SOON

Lizard Tail Aperitivo
Lizard Tail is an everyday aperitivo perfected
with native botanicals from northern California.
Lizard Tail is a bitter aperitivo with notes of bitter
orange, cherry, chamomile, and a menthol finish.
Use in place of Campari in a varying number of
cocktails from a negroni to a jungle bird.

Lithe Spirits was born from a partnership of two industry vets who
took on amaro-making amid their ample pandemic free-time. They
were introduced to native botanicals and roots by one of their parents

Sabo Amaro

in Occidental, California that bring a unique, local twist on some

Sabo Amaro is a nightly sipper with a classic

classic amari flavors.

amaro profile and northern California twist
Sabo Amaro is a well-rounded amaro with notes
of cola, anise, vanilla, and purple sage — a native
California botanical that brings the bitter, sweet,
and floral flavors together. Meant to be enjoyed
neat, on the rocks, stirred, shaken… actually,
however you’d like.

INFO@DCBEV.COM
TEL 707.849.7484 FA X 707.436.3106
PO BOX 2326 HEALDSBURG, CA 95448
DCBEV.COM

